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An integral condition on weights u and u is given which is equivalent o the 
boundedness of the Hardy operator between the weighted Lebesgue spaces L& and 
L: with 0 < 4 < 1 < p < co. The Hardy inequalities areapplied to give easily verified 
weight conditions which imply inequalities of Opial type. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1960, Z. Opial [ 121 showed that if g(0) = 0 then 
This inequality and its extensions have received successively simpler and 
more elementary proofs 111, 1,7,8, 14, 16,3,5] until in 1979 Beesack [a], 
using only the Holder inequality, provided conditions under which the 
weighted inequality 
0 
b Ig(x)l” Id(x u(x) d a 
x)“‘4+sqJab Is.(t)iRU(I)dl)lb (2) 
holds for all g with g(u) = 0. Here p > 1, q > 0, and 0 < s < p. (Negative 
values of p, q, and s were also considered in [2] but we concentrate here 
on this range of indices which includes (1) as a special case.) 
If s = 0, (2) is equivalent o the weighted Hardy inequality 
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The weights for which (3) holds have been characterized in the cases 
1 <p <q< cc and 1 <q< p < co (see Theorem 1 below). In the next 
section we extend this characterization to the case 0 < q < 1 < p using 
Halperin’s level function [6] as an important tool. 
In the third section we show that the Opial-type inequality (2) follows 
from an inequality of the form (3) and that the weight conditions thus 
obtained are weaker than those previously known. Also in Section 3 a 
two-function generalization f Opial’s inequality is given which may be 
compared with results of Pachpatte [13]. 
Throughout the paper p’ is defined by l/p + l/p’ = 1 and similarly for 
other indices. (For functions the “prime” denotes differentiation as usual.) 
Inequalities are considered to be trivially valid if the greater side is infinite 
and products of the form 0. co are taken to be 0. The weighted Lebesgue 
space Lt.= L;.(a, h) consists of those functions ,f for which ii,fil,,,,, = 
(j; I,fl p M’)‘,P < r;c. 
2. HARDY'S INEQUALITY 
Suppose 0 <q< co, 1 <p< co, l/r = l/q- l/p when q<p, and 
--a B a <b 6 co. For measurable functions u and u defined on (a, h) and 
taking values in [0, co] we define W, IV, and V by u’ = U’ “‘, W(t) = i: M‘, 
and V(t) = s!? u. Also define A, B, D, and C by 
A = sup V(t)“’ W(t)““‘, 
rt(u.b) 
and C is the inlimum of the set of positive constants c such that 
II~llY,~ G c Ilfll, u for all non-negative, measurable functions J: Here 
F(t)= j:f: Note that if C>‘O then we have IIFlj,,. d C Ilfll,,, for all non- 
negative f: 
THEOREM 1. (1) If 1 < p < q < 00 then A < C < p’!y(p’)‘lP’ A. 
(2) If1 <q<p<co then ((p-q)/p)‘Iy’ (p’)““’ q1’4B<C<(p’)“y’ q’IYB. 
(3) ZfO<q< 1 <p< GO then (p’)‘ip’q”pD<C<(p’)“r q’jpD. 
For the proof of (1) see [ 10,4,9] and for the proof of (2) see [9]. To 
prove (3) we require the following. 
THEOREM 2. [6]. Suppose f and w are non-negative functions in L’(a, h). 
Then there exists a non-negative function f” on (a, h) satisfying 
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(1) S~fGJtf”for XE (a, b), 
(2) f”/w is non-increasing on (a, b), and 
(3) IIf”141p,w d Ilf/wllp,wfor anyp 2 1. 
f O is called a level function off with respect to the weight w. 
Before beginning the proof of Theorem l(3) we give a lemma which 
allows us to establish the close connection between B and D. We also take 
this. opportunity to make a calculation based on Theorem l(1) which will 
be needed later. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose --oo <a < b 6 00, g is non-negative and gE L’(a, b). 
Then for any k > 0 and any y E [a, b] 
k~‘(lig)*-‘g(r)dt_(lyg)* (4) 
fl a (1 
and 
klb(jbg)*-‘g(t)dt=(j6g)*. 
x I x 
(5) 
If k > 1 the conclusions hold for any non-negative measurable function g. 
Proof Let Z = sup{ t E [a, b] : g=O almost everywhere on (a, t)}. If 
y < ti then (4) is clear provided that we recall our convention that 0. cc = 0. 
If ti < y < b then for XE (5, y) we see that the function G(t) =JLg is 
absolutely continuous and non-decreasing on [x, y] with G(x) > 0. It 
follows that Gk is absolutely continuous on [x, y]. Thus 
k !-’ GkP ‘g = G( Y)~ - Go. 
x 
Allowing x to approach ti we have 
and since g = 0 almost everywhere on (a, ti), (4) follows. The case y = b 
follows by the Monotone Convergence Theorem. The proof of (5) is 
similar. Finally, we may approximate any non-negative function g from 
below by L’ functions and if k 2 1 the Monotone Convergence Theorem 
may be applied to deduce the last statement of Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose O<q<p, and l<p<oo. Zf v,wEL’ or q>l 
then B = (p’/q)“’ D. 
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Proof Note that r/q > 1 and that r/p’ > 1 if and only if q > 1. We apply 
Lemma 1 twice and Fubini’s Theorem once. 
I 
b 
B’= V(x)“Y W(x)“4’ w(x) dx 
a 
r b b 
=- 
ss 
V(y)“” u(y) dy w(xp w(x) d,x 
40 r 
r b .v 
z- 
ss 40 fJ 
W(x)““’ w(x) dx I’( ~1)“” v(y) d) 
V(p)“u(y)dy=$D’. 
The following calculation will be required in the proof of Theorem l(3). 
CALCULATION 1. If 0 < q < 1 < p and w and h are non-negative, 
measurable functions defined on (a, 6) with w E ,!,‘(a, h) we have 
W(t)-” w(t) dr hPIY W -- P/Y’, 
Here W(t) = j: w as previously. 
Proof: Let V = W --pw, let ii = W ~ p’q’wl -PJq and let C be the inlimum of 
the set of positive constants C such that IjFllp,q,6 6 C IlfI/p,y,u for all non- 
negative, measurable functions j As before F(t) = fif: It is enough to prove 
that C < p’/q since the conclusion will then follow on replacing f by hw. 
Theorem l( 1) with both p and q replaced by p/q gives the following 
estimate for C. 
But 
b s i b fi= w-pw= &(w(lq-p- W(t)’ -q<--& w(t)‘-” f f 
as in the proof of Lemma 1. Also, using Lemma 1 directly, 
i 
* 
N 
jjl -‘lY= ’ (W~P/q,w,~~/y)l~“g=S’ w”q,w,=$ W(f)vP’. 
i 0 0 
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Using these last two computations in the estimate for C above we obtain 
which completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem l(3). We begin by proving the theorem in the case 
v, w E L’(a, b). In view of Corollary 1, the inequality to be proved may be 
rewritten as (p’)““’ qlIYB< C6 q’14B. To prove C < q114B we fix a non- 
negative, measurable functionfand suppose first that Ilf/lp,u < co. We wish 
to show that 
(job (r:f)’ 4x  +)I” G q”‘B IlfIIp,u. (6) 
Now by Holder’s inequality with indices p and p’, jlfll, < IISll,,+ llwll i’“’ 
< co so f E L’(a, 6). By Theorem 2 there exists a level function f” off with 
respect o w which satisfies 
and Ilf”llp,u e IISllp,u. It isthus sufficient to establish 
which reduces the proof of inequality (6) to the case whenfis a level func- 
tion with respect o w. In particular we may suppose henceforth that f/w 
is non-increasing. With F(x) = ji f as before we use Lemma 1 and Fubini’s 
Theorem to write 
~b(~Xf)YC.(X)dx=~bq(~iF(t)4-1f(t)dt)u(x)dx 
n a 
=q;;(;.(x)dx)F(t)4-‘f(t)dt 
=qj” V(t)F(t)q--f(t)dt. 
a 
Since f/w is non-increasing we have 
(7) 
w(s)ds>f(t) ’ 
s ‘w(t) (I 
w(s) ds=f(r) W(t) 
w(t) . 
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Using this estimate and applying Holder’s inequality with indices r/q and 
p/q we dominate (7) by 
which completes the proof of (6) for functions f with IlfIIP,u < co. If B > 0 
then (6) holds trivially for f with lIfllp,u= 3~. Thus if B>O we do have 
C < qllyB as required. If B = 0 then we have shown that Ilfllp,u < ccj implies 
IIFI(,,, = 0 so for any c > 0 and any non-negativefwe have IIFIIy,v d c [ISllP,u 
and it follows that C = 0 as required. This completes the proof of the first 
inequality in the case u, w E L’. 
To prove that (p’)““’ q’jqB6 C (still inthe case u, WE L’) we suppose 
first that C > 0 and set h = Vrjp Wriq’ so that 
BW = h(t) V(,,w(,,d~)“q=(j~~j,~~(x)dxh(t,w(t,d,!”~’ 
b .Y 
= 
0 j 
1 ;q 
h(t) w(t) dt u(x) dx 
u u > 
= h(t) w(t) dt)“‘r u(x) dx)’ ‘I. (8) 
Now lIhwl( , < II V”pII 7) /I Wr’Y’~l~I , = 11011 ;lP jt W”y’w and Lemma 1 shows 
that this equals Ilull;/” (p’/r) W(b)“@ = (p’/r) Iloll;‘” llwll;‘“‘< a3 SO hwE L’. 
Lemma 1 is used to rewrite the last expression in (8) so that the definition 
of C may be applied with f(t) replaced by (1: hw) m h(t) w(t). 
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where the last estimate follows by Holder’s inequality with indices l/q and 
l/( 1-4). Calculation 1 is used to simplify the second integral above 
yielding the estimate 
Using the definition fh in the integral above we see that 
UP 
) (I 
b UP 
hP/4W-P/dW = J&T WPevi’ w ~ P/dw = B’lP 
(I 
and we have B’jq d (p’)- ‘lq’ q-‘JqBr’PC so (P’)“~’ qljqB < C as required. If 
C = 0 the above argument is easily modified to show that B = 0. 
This completes the proof in the case v, w E L’(a, b). Suppose now that u 
and u are arbitrary measurable functions taking values in [0, co] and let 
w=u’-p’, W(t)=!:, w, v(t)=jf v, and D = (ji W’IP’V”P~)l/r as previously. 
For each integer n > 0 set v,(x) =min(n, v(x)) x(-,,,,(x), w,(x) = 
min(n, w(x)) x(-,,+,(x), and u, = WA-“. Here xc-,,,, represents he function 
taking the value 1 on the interval (-n, n) and the value 0 elsewhere. 
Predictably, we set W,(t) = ji w,, V,(t) = jp v,, D, = (si W~‘V~IPV~)~‘~ and 
let C, be the inlimum of the set of positive constants c such that 
llFllq,“, d c llfllp,un holds for all non-negative measurable functionsf, where 
F(t) = s:J: We note that v,, w, E L’, v, Q u, w, Q w, and u 6 u,. By the 
Monotone Convergence Theorem lim, j o. D, = D and by the version of 
Theorem l(3) just given we have (p’)““’ qllpD, 6 C, < (p’)“’ q’lpD,. We 
complete the proof by showing that lim, _ m C, = C. 
If f is non-negative and measurable and F(t) = f:S then for any E > 0 
IIfI,,““~ IMy,““+, 6 (Cn+l +e) IlfllP,U.+, 
d (C,, 1 + E) lIfllp,un 
and 
IIFII q,vn+, G IlFllq,” G (C+ ~1 Ilfllp,,~ (C+ 6) Ilfllp,u.+, 
so C”dC ,, +i < C for each n. Consequently lim, _ m C, exists and does not 
exceed C. Conversely, for an arbitrary non-negative, measurable function f
set 
whenever u(x) = u,(x) 
otherwise. 
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Now if F(t) = !:A and FJt) = Jtf,, then due to the choice offi we obtain 
IIFn IIY,“n G (C, + &) ILL IIP,Un = (C, + 8) IIf, /Ip,u 
d (C, + afllp,~ 
for every E > 0. The Monotone Convergence Theorem implies 
lIFlly,,= lim IIF, Ilq,un 6 (lim C, + e) IlfllP,N ,, + cc n-x 
where P(t) = lL.7 and 
whenever U(X) # 0 
otherwise. 
To continue we need to examine the set E = {x : U(X) = O}. Let m = ess inf E 
(m = b if E has measure zero), let g be any Lp function supported on E 
which is strictly positive on E, set g,,(x) = g(x) x~~~,~)(.x), setG(t)=Jkg 
and set G,(t) = j: g,. Note that G > 0 on (m, b). Since g, is supported on 
En(-n,n) and u,=nleP on En(-n,n) we have 
for all E > 0. Now lim, _ m C, < cc and lim, _ 1u n “P’ = 0 so by the 
Monotone Convergence Theorem llGll~,u = lim, _ Jj l/G, llYIVn = 0. In par- 
ticular u = 0 almost everywhere on (m, b). Getting back to F and F we note 
thatf=foff E so F=Fon (a,m) and thus IIfillq,U= llFllq,o. It follows that 
IIFII 4. L’ G W, + m C,+E) Ilfllp,U for all E>O and hence C<lim,,, C,,. 
This completes the limiting argument and the proof of Theorem l(3). 
Remark 1. Results for the dual operator jtf(t) dr may be obtained 
from Theorem 1 by a change of variable in the case 0 < q < 1, where duality 
arguments are inapplicable. 
The results of Theorem 1 form part of the author’s thesis [151, where the 
characterization s extended from measures of the form U(X) dx to general 
Bore1 measures on the real line. 
3. OPIAL-TYPE INEQUALITIES 
Denote’by AC,(a, 6) the collection f functions g which are absolutely 
continuous on each compact subset of (a, b) and satisfy lim, j (1 g(x) = 0. 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose O<q<co, O<s<p<co,p>l, and u and v are 
measurable functions taking values in [0, ~1. Define the index k by 
k = pq/(p - s) and the function m by m = rtsNS- p)vpl(p ~ ‘). If for some positive 
constant C
llFllkJn 6 c Ilf llp,u (9) 
holds for all-negative measurable functions f (where F(t) = si f as always) 
then there exists K( = Cy’(y+S)) such that 
(,” 181’ lg~l~~~)“iS+~~~~ll~‘llp,~ (10) 0 
holds for all g E AC,(a, b). 
Proof Suppose x E (a, 6). For each y E (a, x) g is absolutely continuous 
on [y,x] and lim,,. g(y) = 0 so jzg’= g(x). Using the hypothesis of the 
theorem with f replaced by [g’( we have 
Now by HGlder’s inequality with indices p/(p - s) and p/s 
s b lglY ldl” OG ll~ll&n IIg’II;,,d c4 IIg’II,y,, Ig’ll;,u= cy IIg’II;,;s a 
which is (10). 
Theorem 1 provides weight conditions which are equivalent o (9) and 
hence imply (10). We state these here. 
COROLLARY 2. With p, q, s, k, u, v, and m as in Theorem 3 the following 
are sufficient for(10). 
(1) q+s>p and 
(2) q+s<p and 
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ProofI Apply Theorem 1 with q replaced by k and v replaced by m. 
It is now straightforward to verify 
COROLLARY 3 [2]. With p, q, s, k, u, v, and m as in Theorem 3 (10) 
holds for some positive K whenever 
Proqf If q + s > p then for y E (a, b) 
Increasing y to t in the inner integral and extending the range of the outer 
integral shows that this expression is bounded above by (11) as desired. 
If q + s < p then we note that p/(p - k) > 1 and apply Lemma 1 with k 
replaced by p/(p - k) and g(t) replaced by (s: U’ ~ p’)k’p’ m(t) to obtain 
which is finite by (11). 
Remark 2. If a = 0 and b = cc then clearly no power weights satisfy the 
condition (11). If q = s = 1 and p = 2 the weights u = 1 and v(x) = x-~’ 
satisfy the weaker condition of Corollary 2 giving the inequality 
jam I&N Ig’(x)l $kK2j-; Is’(x)l*dx 
for all g E AC,(O, co). 
409.160’?-Ill 
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A more general statement of Theorem 3 allows us to consider 
inequalities involving two independent functions. 
THEOREM 4. Let p, q, s, k, u, v, and m be as in Theorem 3 and suppose 
that ql, q2,s1, and s2 are positive indices satisfying q1 + q2 = q and 
s, + s2 = s. If for some positive constant C, (9) holds for all non-negative 
functions f then 
s ’ Igl” lg’ls’ IhI”* lh’ls2 v6 Cq’+q* IIg’/;fu’“’ jlh’II;;,+“* (12) a 
holds for all g, h E AC,(a, b). 
Proof: By Holder’s inequality with indices k/q,, p/s,, k/q,, and p/s2 we 
have 
s b lglq’ lg’l”’ lhlq2 lh’l”* VG Ilgll&, Ilg’ll;,, IlW$ Ilh’ll;u a 
and the result follows by two applications ofthe hypothesis (9). 
Remark 3. The weight conditions given in Corollary 2 are sufficient 
for (12). 
Remark 4. Theorems 14 of [ 131 may be deduced from Theorem 4 
above although not with the sharp constants obtained in [13]. 
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